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DevOps can deliver compelling business advantages, but many
organizations struggle to start, or restart, an initiative due to uncertainty
about how to approach the transformation. This research discusses eight
foundational steps that I&O leaders must take to establish a successful
DevOps initiative.

Key Challenges
■ The lack of a standard definition and approach for DevOps has created confusion for

infrastructure and operations (I&O) leaders who are trying to adopt this philosophy.

■ Many organizations select a "first mover" application for DevOps based solely on technology,
without regard for other factors that contribute to the success of initial efforts. This often leads
to early difficulties and even disillusionment.

■ DevOps success requires teamwork and appropriate risk taking, but I&O leaders often struggle
to get DevOps teams to adopt these attributes.

■ Enterprises often try to scale their efforts before they have begun, which delays DevOps
initiatives.

Recommendations
I&O leaders focused on enabling the bimodal enterprise with DevOps practices should:

■ Identify a business need that DevOps will address in order to justify launching a DevOps
initiative.

■ Select the first-mover team based on people's eagerness to work in this way and the product's
ability to deliver value without excessive exposure to risk. Web-based agile applications are
popular first-mover products for a DevOps initiative.

■ Establish objectives by instituting metrics and incentives that encourage teamwork toward
business goals as opposed to metrics that reinforce risk aversion and individual problem
solving.



■ Scale DevOps after initial successes by seeding new teams with experienced members from
established teams.

Introduction
Business demands for faster and more agile IT delivery continue to fuel interest in DevOps and agile
development methods. But DevOps challenges conventional IT thinking with its lack of a standard
approach (or even a standard definition), its constant evolution in pursuit of its goals, and its
requirement for acceptance and management of risk rather than attempting to eliminate all risk. This
imprecise target state has caused many IT organizations to hesitate in implementing a DevOps
strategy, but there are common principles that organizations should embrace (see "Principles and
Practices of DevOps That I&O Leaders Need to Cultivate").

While there is no specific set of required steps, this research discusses eight steps that can help
I&O leaders get their DevOps initiative up and running (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Eight Steps to Starting a DevOps Initiative

Source: Gartner (October 2017)

Analysis

Step 1: Confirm the Business Justification

Before launching a DevOps initiative, the first step is to identify a business need that DevOps will
address. Is the volume of change demand exceeding capacity? Are business initiatives becoming
obsolete before they are deployed? As these business needs increase, the need for DevOps also
increases. The most successful organizations know the precise business benefits they hope to
realize.
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A DevOps initiative must focus on business requirements and not on "doing DevOps for the sake of
DevOps," wherein the methods and tools become more important than what customers need. Avoid
the all-too-common mistake of launching a DevOps initiative before establishing that a business
reason exists to do so. For example, instead of focusing on release rates and doing things faster,
start with the business value by asking:

■ How could DevOps aid sales with its push to younger clients with mobile phones?

■ What would that do to sales and brand recognition?

■ How would it aid the strategic plan or address tactical business issues?

Business value and "why" DevOps is needed must be the starting point.

Step 2: Define DevOps for You

Gartner defines DevOps as "a business-driven approach to deliver solutions using agile methods,
collaboration and automation." "Hype Cycle for DevOps, 2017" shows the rapid evolution that is
occurring in DevOps technology and practices (see Note 1).

When defining DevOps, Gartner clients fall into one of three camps: Some choose to call their effort
DevOps, some choose to call it some other name and the rest say they don't have a name for it, it's
just how they operate. Regardless of what you name the initiative, define the target state in terms
that people will understand. We recommend picking a label for your effort to provide a "banner" for
people to identify with and support. The definition should be short, focused and supportive of the
business justification. One Gartner client defined DevOps as "cross-functional teams working
together to deliver business value faster," and that worked for them.

Step 3: Select the "First Mover" Application

Do not deploy DevOps in a single step — often referred to as a "big bang" manner. DevOps must be
deployed iteratively, with each increment satisfying all three of the following qualities:

■ Politically friendly environment. This means that people are willing to work with the first mover
application and give the initiative a fair and honest try. A common mistake organizations make is
to overemphasize technology at this step and select as a first mover a group that meets a
majority of their technological requirements, without thinking about whether they are politically
friendly. If the first mover involves stakeholders who are unwilling to work together, the initiative
will face constant political challenges and no one will learn from the mistakes that are inevitable
with DevOps, instead looking for someone to blame.

■ Acceptable value. The first mover must deliver enough value to earn credibility throughout the
organization and win approval to continue. A first step into DevOps that doesn't deliver enough
value probably won't get the credibility or the approval necessary to proceed to the next
iteration.

■ Acceptable risk. Because of the ambiguity and uncertainty surrounding DevOps, many people
view it as risky and are afraid to begin. This is especially true in banks and financial services
firms — organizations where there is a lot to lose and that are traditionally risk-averse. Identify
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an opportunity that involves an acceptable level of risk, because everyone — IT, operations,
development, information security, regulatory compliance, audit — has to learn and has to
change.

The first-mover application where DevOps principles are applied is critical. Start small and focused
with your efforts. The DevOps philosophy contains no specifics that preclude applying DevOps to
any type of application or platform, but web-based agile applications are popular first-mover apps
for a DevOps initiative. These applications are more suitable for DevOps initiatives because they
often involve agile development and are typically architected from the beginning to take advantage
of the attributes — lean, automated, programmable — that characterize DevOps. In addition,
continuous delivery, web-enabled applications are commonly developed with lean and agile
concepts and built to run in the light of operational requirements, while often having nonfunctional
requirements included, thereby improving manageability. Gartner's Pace-Layered Application
Strategy offers clients a way to categorize their applications into systems of record (typically core
financial applications), systems of differentiation (typically, business-specific applications, and often
commercial off-the-shelf [COTS] applications with customization and tailoring) and systems of
innovation (typically, new web-based, agile-development-focused applications; see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Pace Layers for DevOps

Source: Gartner (October 2017)
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For best results when introducing DevOps to your IT organization, identify new applications
designed for change that have a higher tolerance of risk. Start small, provide the necessary
resources and remove management obstacles. The core use case of DevOps is in agile
development or web-enabled applications; but because the DevOps philosophy can be applied
broadly, there will be other opportunities to introduce concepts like improved collaboration and
extensive automation. However, the initial impact usually will be better with systems of innovation
(see "What Is Gartner's Pace-Layered Application Strategy and Why Should You Use It?"). The most
critical piece is to start and learn (see "DevOps Is the Bimodal Bridge").

Step 4: Identify the Initial Team

People are the main ingredient in a successful DevOps initiative. After determining where to start
with DevOps, identify the people who will make the initiative successful. When selecting people for
the initial team, emphasize behavior over skills. Teaching technical skills is easier than teaching the
correct behaviors, and the wrong behaviors will derail the DevOps effort.

Behaviors to look for include the following:

■ Team player

■ Motivated

■ Smart

■ Understands risks

■ Lifelong learner

Behavior patterns to avoid include the following:

■ Poor people skills

■ Followers

■ Irrational risk takers

■ Mediocrity

DevOps team attributes are explored more fully in "Step 1 in Delivering an Agile I&O Culture Is to
Know Your Target State."

People who are a good fit for a DevOps team are capable of doing work in a new way. This requires
them to be willing to widen their responsibilities or assume ownership for their work through the life
cycle of the application. For example, developers or application engineers may use the same tools,
but they are now responsible not only for "code complete," but also for the production rollout and
operational support. Likewise, some organizations will focus on the people aspects of collaboration
and communication by introducing a workflow to better guide the process and improve visibility to
all participants.

A key lesson learned from clients is that getting top people in charge is the biggest challenge. It is
critical to get people with the right behaviors. If people have those attributes, they can learn the new
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technologies and methods. In contrast, a focus on technical skills and not behaviors is problematic
because getting people to change behaviors can be far more difficult than teaching them new skills
(see "DevOps Requires Faster Organizational Learning").

DevOps teams tend to comprise five to 10 people with the correct mix of skills required to meet the
objective given to the team. There is no fixed rule regarding the number of people on a DevOps
team, as it depends on many factors, including the culture. With too few people on the team, delays
or quality problems may surface due to a lack of perspective and deep knowledge. With too many,
conflict increases, as does overhead associated with coordination.

The Servant Leader

The leader of the DevOps team should be transformative and understand that the leader's job is to
make the team successful. This means working on behalf of the team — getting it the resources it
needs and clearing obstacles out of its way. The "I'm the boss, do it" mindset is a poor fit for a
DevOps team leader. The servant leader approach, found in agile development, reflects a mindset of
moving decision making to where the information is. This approach enables the team to move faster
and make fewer mistakes. When selecting a team, select a servant leader to head it.

Based on discussions with clients, the leader of the initiative typically reports to the IT group
sponsoring the DevOps initiative — usually application development or I&O. The leader of a DevOps
team typically will be from application development. As an organization shifts from a traditional
structure to more of a product-driven one, the structure of the team may change as well (see
"Embrace DevOps Product Teams to Turbocharge Your I&O Organization and Control Costs").

Step 5: Establish Objectives and Metrics

Because culture and organization — that is, people — are the most important part of a DevOps
initiative, understanding and implementing the right motivators is critical. In many traditional
organizations, objectives are set departmentally (in silos versus systemically), and IT staff metrics
are oriented toward a hero mentality — metrics are in place to solve problems and reward the
person who solves them. In a DevOps initiative, objectives must be at the team level and aligned to
the business objective given to the team. DevOps team members must realize that they all have the
same objective, and the metrics must reinforce that team success is a prerequisite for individual
success.

I&O leaders must avoid metrics that encourage undesirable behaviors. For example, establishing
metrics on mean time between failures (MTBF) promotes risk aversion and tends to slow cycle time
rather than balance speed and risk. I&O leaders must build shared objectives and metrics for
DevOps teams that align with business needs and impacts and, more importantly, encourage
DevOps team members to work together. Objectives must be holistic at the IT service level, with an
eye toward improving agility (velocity) and improving business value (quality). For more detail, see
"Data-Driven DevOps: Use Metrics to Guide Your Journey."
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Step 6: Focus on Constraints

From an automation perspective, each DevOps initiative will have a different orientation regarding
where to start. DevOps scales by adding in technology to orchestrate and automate workflows and
human touchpoints, as well as system-to-system interactions. Most successful initiatives start
small, with automation to fill gaps (for example, between tools). Without automation, the overall
DevOps process cannot scale to broader production-oriented environments. Most IT organizations
focus purely on increasing the speed of deploying application artifacts and implement application
release automation tools (see "Critical Capabilities for Application Release Automation"). Depending
on which stakeholder is driving the initiative (for example, development or operations), these tools
can be used for improving production releases (preproduction/staging to production), or to
automate artifact deployment among and across the development environments (development, test,
quality assurance/user awareness testing).

The goal is to automate releases across the entire application life cycle and across all environments,
including automated testing. Some initiatives, however, may begin with a focus on improving or
adding rigorous testing, and add in automation for continuous integration. Others will start by
implementing programmatic tools into operations, much like development, focusing on
"infrastructure as code" (another tenet of DevOps), or by adding monitoring that provides critical
loopback from development to production for streamlined resolution.

I&O leaders should look for a pain point or barrier; specifically, identify the largest bottleneck that is
limiting throughput. The life cycle of developing and transitioning new and changed systems into
production will have a greatest constraint that limits throughput. In other words, some process,
technology, person or team is slowing the ability to deliver results. Historically, this was often
application development. As organizations implemented and improved their agile development
processes, the constraint moved to one of two common places — manual software testing or the
provisioning of new servers/environments. To improve the mean time to value (MTTV), the DevOps
team(s) tended to focus on whichever of those two was causing the greatest delay.

In general, identify your greatest constraint, wherever it is located, and remove whatever waste you
can. Then ensure that people are doing whatever they can to help the constraint get work done.
This iterative process allows them to improve throughput by at least 30% and yields faster, more
predictable improvements than less focused, "let's all improve our areas without coordination"
approaches (see "Five Steps to Increase Development Release Velocity"). It is important to note that
this process is an iterative improvement cycle that seeks to address the greatest current constraint.
After addressing that constraint, repeat the cycle to find and break the new greatest constraint, and
so on.

Step 7: Develop the Toolchain

Most DevOps initiatives focus on leveraging automation, often in technology siloes; while the overall
goal of a true DevOps implementation includes an integrated toolchain (see Figure 3). This enables a
plug-and-play approach to evaluating and selecting tools so that each tool can be loosely coupled
to its adjacent tool in the application life cycle. Linking all of the automation touchpoints and
information flows will speed the movement of releases through the toolchain, while reducing errors,
defects, rework and outages (see "Avoid Failure by Developing a Toolchain That Enables DevOps").
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Implementing the proper controls and managing the toolchain with information security taken into
account is a best practice (see "Ten Things You Must Get Right for Successful DevSecOps"). Most
modern integrations are being done at an API level (for example, RESTful APIs). But in some
scenarios (such as passing models or policies), deeper integration may be required to ensure that
specific parameters and data can be exchanged or shared cohesively.

Figure 3. The DevOps Toolchain

Source: Gartner (October 2017)

A DevOps toolchain should detail each DevOps stage with the activities associated with each stage
(for example, the code stage includes development, review and check-out/check-in). This will allow
the tools used at each stage to be aligned and will provide a view on where automation, integration
and tool hand-offs need to be achieved within and between stages.

A key element is the willingness to adopt a "stop the line" mentality (which comes from Toyota
manufacturing, where any assembly line worker can pull the "Andon cord" and stop the assembly
line if something is wrong so the issue can be investigated). The principle in development is the
same: When there is a build failure, all work stops until it is fixed. Once established, the automated
gates must be followed 100% of the time. To the extent that loose integration is done, it is still
critical to list all tools in your environment for each tool evaluation in order to determine if the vendor
you are evaluating has an out-of-the-box integration or if you will be building it.

Change what isn't working. All process methodologies come with principles for continuous
improvement, and DevOps is no different. Agile principles for continuous improvement leverage the
lean concept of linking problems to approaches. Empowering DevOps teams to understand that
outcomes drive behavior raises the importance of assigning meaningful responsibilities.
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Step 8: Scale When Ready

A logical loop that enterprises get themselves in is, "OK we need to do DevOps. Before we can
actually start, we will have to identify how to scale this in order to get approval." Because they don't
know how they will scale DevOps, they can't start. And because they can't start, they can't learn
and figure out how to scale. This is bringing a waterfall mindset to an agile activity. Organizations
can't worry about how to scale DevOps on Day 1, because they have never done it and, therefore,
cannot plan how to do it.

To start a DevOps initiative, organizations have to start from where they are. Don't let a DevOps
initiative be derailed by frequently cited barriers that can be overcome, such as:

■ We don't have the perfect toolchain.

■ We don't have the perfect platform.

■ We need to know how to scale and train everyone before we start.

Instead, bring together a good team of people, start moving in the direction that seems to make the
most sense and address the constraints encountered. Learning and evolution must happen in terms
of the people, the technologies and the processes. Organizations must recognize that they will need
to rework some of their early efforts. Incurring technical debt is inevitable. Managing technical debt
is a part of the new model as evolution occurs.

When ready, use some of the personnel on the first DevOps team to "seed" a new team, and then
add in new members to scale efforts. For example, the first DevOps team has eight people. Leave
four people on the first team and "seed" the second team with the other four. Add four new people
to each team. The veterans bring the new people up to speed, and you have gone from eight people
doing DevOps to 16 people. As the number of teams grows, scale the DevOps efforts along with
agile teams as part of their enterprise agile journey.

Gartner clients report that seeding will work only five to seven times. At that point, the
communication overhead, management of dependencies and interpersonal/interteam conflicts
become too great and it's not sustainable. Before you hit that wall (say back when assembling team
three), begin talking about how to scale.

Discussions about, for example, enterprise agile and using an enterprise agile framework as a guide
for scaling become important, as does the toolchain. Embed the lessons learned in the toolchain.
By doing so, when something comes in that is repetitive, automation can be leveraged to complete
the work that needs to be done. Only in situations where something is new or novel is a subject-
matter expert needed on the team, because if every team is made up of everyone it's not going to
scale. Use automation to start scaling things out.

Also, at some point, scaling will involve communities of practice. Organizations should establish
communities of practice to agree on standards, best practices, automation and approaches to
manage technical debt (see "Embrace DevOps Product Teams to Turbocharge Your I&O
Organization and Control Costs").
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Gartner Recommended Reading
Some documents may not be available as part of your current Gartner subscription.

"Principles and Practices of DevOps that I&O Leaders Need to Cultivate"

"DevOps Requires Faster Organizational Learning"

"In Your Rush for Mode 2, Don't Forget Four Foundational Practices"

"Five Steps to Increase Development Release Velocity"

"Data-Driven DevOps: Use Metrics to Guide Your Journey"

"Avoid Failure by Developing a Toolchain That Enables DevOps"

"Five Best Practices for Effective Change Control of the DevOps Toolchain"

"10 Things to Get Right for Successful DevSecOps"

"Hype Cycle for DevOps, 2017"

"Critical Capabilities for Application Release Automation"

"Step 1 in Delivering an Agile I&O Culture Is to Know Your Target State"

"Choosing the Right Tools for your DevOps Toolchain"

Evidence

This research is based on a 2016 DevOps Enterprise Survey, conducted May 2016. In addition,
research regarding DevOps adoption and scaling was conducted by Gartner's Secondary Research
Services (SRS) team in June 2017.

"Combining Enterprise Architecture With Agile or DevOps." Gartner Peer Connect Knowledge Base
article.

Note 1 DevOps

"Hype Cycle for DevOps, 2017" describes DevOps as "Supported by agile and lean practices,
DevOps is a culture-based approach that mandates collaboration between the business and the
functions within the IT organization(s) that develop, deliver and manage applications."
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